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a quick look at the top menu reveals that all section size configurations are available for
each instrument. as with the previous library, the string instrument section sizes range

from one to ten section per string, but the octave settings are now arranged in a different
pattern. while on lass 1.0, you selected either a or b octaves for the strings, lass 2.0 offers

the a or b and c octave for each string. this is accomplished using the'slider' controls
beneath the section name, and it's nice to see that the slider labels are now in

alphabetical order. on the left side of the instrument select screen, the new 'label' section
contains the instrument's name, and a small icon lets you toggle the instrument between
solo and ensemble. you'll notice that in the instrument section, only the name is visible,
so you can easily edit any string. one of the best new features is that, in the case of the

harp, you can edit the name as well as add new ones. (note: on a mac, use control-option-
delete to rename strings.) to further tweak your set up, you can adjust each instruments

articulations. articulations are used in the scoring of orchestra, chamber, and vocal music,
and there are asmany as a hundred articulations in this library. this is a mid size collection

of players when compared to the other string libraries out like: 8dio s magestica
20/20/30/30,audio bros la scoring strings, 16/16/12/10/8, orchestral tools berlin strings
8/6/5/5/4 and is even slightly smaller that cinematic studios series cinematic strings 2

library (12/8/7/7/6). apart from the 10 'most wanted' kontakts in this library, there are a
total of 64 other kontaks in this library. most of them are classic kontaks, though we have

added a few special kontaks for kontakt 5 and 6. read the full list below:
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cinematic studio strings is a library bursting with character. featuring australias finest
musicians and meticulously recorded in a world-class scoring stage, css boasts a gorgeous
sound, stunning true-to-life dynamics and a wide variety of articulations. with an intuitive
and efficient gui, css was created to meet the demands of working composers in todays
film, tv and video game industries. this outstanding orchestral strings library for kontakt
and kontakt player is available now at a very affordable price. welcome to our flagship

orchestral string library, tokyo scoring strings. introducing the distinctive sound of koichiro
muroya strings, the top japanese session string ensemble, heard on countless world-
famous anime and game soundtracks. recorded in the legendary sound city studio by

japans top recording engineer, mitsunori aizawa. the tokyo scoring strings 2.0 ui is based
on the visualinstrument list view, but you can now easily navigate the ui with your

keyboard. playing the strings is very easy and intuitive. you can easily drag and drop
string sections into each of the 5 sections, and you can also drag and drop individual

notes from the display controller, or individual articulations from the articulation
controller. you can drag and drop into multiple sections at once, and you can easily adjust
the timing of the notes with the stretching controller. the section sizes are set by default,
but you can easily change them in the settings menu by clicking on the section size that
you want. you can adjust the timing of the string sections with the tempo controller, and

you can easily change the instruments by selecting the instrument you want from the
instinctive controller. 5ec8ef588b
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